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LOT LEVEL TAX

LOSS HARVESTING

E�ciently Managing Taxes inside 
Your Non-Retirement Portfolio

Disclosure:
Tax Loss Harvesting and Rebalancing do not guarantee positive results. Investing involves risk including the potential loss of 
principal. Client legacy positions, legacy portfolios and purposely selected households are excluded from the daily screening.



Daily tax loss harvesting            Harvested dollars are reinvested              No short-term capital gains tax                     

What is Lot Level Tax Loss Harvesting?

•  A technique used to reduce taxable income by selling an asset that has experienced a loss. Once the loss has 
been realized (harvested), you purchase a similar asset class to maintain a balanced portfolio.

•  Tax loss harvesting is an industry-wide strategy, but many �rms do not do lot level tax loss harvesting.

What is a Tax Lot?

•  When you buy the same asset over di�erent periods of time, you are creating positions with various tax basis 
amounts, also referred to as tax lots. �is typically happens through rebalancing or new money deposits.

•  Inside the Pure model portfolios you might end up with multiple lots of the same position, all purchased at 
di�erent prices and at various times.

The Pure Difference

•  Pure Financial screens all client portfolios daily to look for speci�c tax lots that meet the following criteria:

    – Must have a minimum of $1,000 unrealized loss - all individual lots with an unrealized loss are aggregated.
    – �e aggregated lots must then be greater than or equal to 2.5% of the tax lot basis (refer to chart on next page).

•  �ese guidelines reduce costs and attempt to prevent intraday market movement from eroding any potential 
loss we are trying to harvest.

•  Notice we have $5,013 of unrealized gains but we are actually realizing a $2,738 capital loss.

    – We can then net this capital loss against ordinary income and carry forward any losses realized in excess of    
     $3,000 for subsequent years- in other words, you don’t lose the bene�t.

    – By carrying forward losses in excess of $3,000 we can potentially o�set future gains to create another pool 
     of tax free income.

    – �e potential tax bene�t of these harvested losses is $2,738 multiplied by the client’s tax rate.

         Example: 

$2,738 x 40% (Federal & State) = $1,095 saved in taxes

Once the Tax Lot is Harvested, What’s Next?

•  From the example above, we now have $80,738 of proceeds where we can buy what’s called a “shadow position,”
which is generally an ETF that is free to trade in the same asset class.

•  A�er 30 days (wash-sale period) we may swap back to the original position we harvested if the position is
$10,000 or larger and not at a gain.

Why do we look for tax loss 
harvesting opportunities daily? 
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Sometimes harvesting opportunities 
disappear as the market rebounds.
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S&P 500 Growth of Wealth 1/2010-12/2016 

Tax Lot

Lot 1
Lot 2

Lot 3
Lot 4

  52
54

62
62.25

500
625

750
550

60
60

60
60

$26,000
$33,750

$46,500
$34,238

$4,000
$3,750

$(1,500)
$(1,238)

Purchase Price Shares Purchased Current Share Price Tax Lot Basis Unrealized Gain/Loss

ASSUME $140,000 POSITION ALLOCATION

$140,488 $5,013

$80,738 $(2,738)

Note that Lot 3 and 4 meet the speci�c parameters of our lot level harvesting criteria (aggregated losses among speci�c lots is $1,000 and 2.5% of the lot basis), 
in other words, the $2,738 is 3.4% of the tax lots basis we are harvesting.

Tax Lot Basis (Losses)

Unrealized Gain in Position Held

Source: Dimensional Fund Advisors LP.


